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"This sky, too, is folding under you
And it's all over now, Baby Blue."
It's All Over Now, Baby Blue

- Bob Dylan
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The Universe is Breathing
sanctity exposed to sunlight
humanity salved again
dew lips the words
that recur in every language
grass stitches the wound
bricks and pvc no bandage
its funny how we use the adjective "to soil" to denote a terrible act, to
spoil dirty deny
when in reality
the noun,
waits in silence
sits solemnly underfoot praying for seeds, the rain, bulbs to illuminate
giving birth to birth
in fear
fearing
the culling hand of man
the soil is soiled
humanity exposed to sunlight

Tony Chidester
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Lightning
You're an exercise in just how volatile of a human being I can be, every
word from you cutting an incision on the very skin I wish to hold you
tight with.
I used to think I was grounded,
but you cut my heart strings, kiddo.
And now this fragile little element is drifting.
Drifting upwards into the very electrical lines that keep me feeling
Grounded.
An electrical negative.
A void.
A hole that only takes, and never gives.
Well, they say opposites attract,
and I most certainly found your chemistry
to be most tugging on my valence electrons.
Your cheerful, infectious smile
covalently bound itself to this person,
and the reaction was exothermic, to say the least.
And so, we became neutral.
Coexistent.
In love, even.
Living in harmony, like the oxygen molecule that keeps us breathing.
But over time, our charges digressed.
The oxidizing environment around us stealing smiles
like atoms in a metal turned to rust.
Eventually, we started hurling corrosive insults of our own, until
dust
was all that remained.
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Both of us grounded.
Negatively charged by the residual feelings left behind.
Time went by
and you began to interact with other acids
in search of a base.
Support.
Structure.
Bur you see,
the reactions have left the pucker in your lemon weak,
and you remain negative.
Alone, I looked at some of the things that drove us apart.
And, like a mad scientist,
began to experiment alongside my friends to the point that
I am now a positive, electroluminescent charged ball of
insecurely stitched happiness, searching for earth.
They say opposites attract.
Still, my heart drifts upwards.
Up into the electrical lines that keep you feeling
Grounded.
And when I get there,
let's experiment with lightning.

Ian Hilton
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Emergence

Tank Berrett
4

Vestibule

The summer harvest tastes now of compost. I can feel acid flood my
muscles with every bite, bringing with it flashbacks of desperation,
conquest, and grief Winter is pressing its gaunt face against the
glass as I rest in the vestibule of fall, writing these words by a muted
light. For now I have freezing rain, where the drought of summer
and isolation of winter cannot touch me. The bonfire of trees on
the mountains stands tall and defiant over the early brushstrokes
of snow that have fallen across the rocky canvas, daring the frost to
extinguish it of its glory. I am complete here.

Nathan Overturf-Lacy
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From Dark Matter Darkness

The dark matter darkness which swivels with doubt
That from bottom lights digging we'll never get out.
Tight arms center hearts
A finger-laced twirl to the favorite music of country or swing or loud rock
or crickets
Deep whiff of vanilla which smells like hot chocolate as your legs move in
3/4 time
As you forget that every stress breathes, exists
When in dark matter darkness that's swiveling doubt
From that bottom light digging we'll never get out.
Duschene smile
Bold blood bolting
Your whole body rising up and down and up and down
As you realize, with shut eyes
You can still imagine bright painted flowers
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That cover dark darkness which swivels your doubt
and those bottom lights digging we'll never get out.
Pause.
Just pause.
The waves in your body can no longer abide
your keeping the time
the planets or stars
For it now found the key
which would justify their fixed positions.
Your toes combing grass
And the light.
A face
so familiar it was almost forgotten.
You try to speak, but can only sound, and run, and say their name.
The dark matter darkness that swivels our doubt
With our bottom lights digging we'll never get out.

Matthew Curtis
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ar excerpt frolT

The Human Condition
"We copy all. Have all of your marines hold tight, a truck has
been observed driving around with a mounted mortar system. Enemy is
not static; I repeat enemy is not static," replied another vehicle as more
mortars began their ascent to glory.
Fear had set in amongst the dismounted Marines as mortars
landed closer to their current position, and with little else they could do
in such a mode of panic, they called over the nets, "Steel rain this is Alpha
Whiskey, stand by for fire mission."
The squawk box sounded the alarm, an alarm that would leave
buildings in rubble and innocent lives torn from existence.
"Roger Alpha Whiskey, standing by for fire mission," The marine
running the plotting board calmly muttered.
"Adjust fire over. Grid 1573, break, 7091. Enemy troops in the
open, Alpha Whiskey out." The transmission sequentially came as the
data was called out and given to the gunner. The gunner quickly applied
the data to the sight unit and adjusted the gun properly. We were cleared
to fire, cleared to take innocent lives.

My heart in sheer disaccord, I watched as the final preparations
were made. The transmissions were real, and the realization hit me with
a force unsurpassed by nature. We were about to drop 81 mm explosives
on a village in an attempt to hit an enemy vehicle that was not sitting
in a static position. The situation played through my head a thousand
different ways, but the variables didn't matter, the outcome was always
the same. The only souls we would be reaping were the souls of innocent
bystanders caught in the crossfire.
"Herrera, give me the goddamn rounds," the gunner yelled,
bringing me back into reality. "I won't be a part of this Corporal. I'm
not dropping rounds on a village full of people who have done nothing
wrong." I respectfully and quickly refused to participate in dropping
mortars. If their lives could not be saved, my conscience would be.

Cody Herrera
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an excerpt tom

Trestle Wood
"It's made of the old trestle wood," Rick says.
He's talking about his dining room table. The table is about 12
feet long, and crammed around it are nearly 30 people. Rick was a chef in
the White House in the late 90's, cooking for Bill Clinton and his friends.
Why he was now cooking for my friends is still unclear to me, and overall
unimportant.
We were eating deer, butchered that day, beautiful salads,
scalloped potatoes, fresh bread, all kinds of cheeses, and I had baked a
couple of apple pies . A lot of the people I know are roaming types, so
this many of us being in the same place at the same time was a real rarity.
Even though I was rubbing shoulders with some of the people I loved
most, my mind was stuck on the table that was supporting all the food,
drink, and elbows.

Lisa Werkhausen
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Toucan

Kimmie Tanner
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Hazy Day at the Beach

Sarah Abraham
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Summer's Final Blast
In the darkened basement, Ethan hid behind the humming
refrigerator, breathing quietly. He peered around the white edge, careful
not to expose his chest. The only light poured in from the window wells,
penetrating the darkness in long columns, and revealing the wide berth
between him and the enemy fortification at the far side of the room.
A head of wiry hair rose over an old microwave box, a rifle
scanning the area. Ethan gasped and shrunk from view. Dang! I'm pinned
down, he thought. Mulling over his options, he looked to his right. Boxes
of Christmas decorations stood there, stacked all the way to the ceiling.
They would provide additional protection and also a clear view into the
enemy's lair.
Holding his breath, Ethan leapt out into no man's land. Bright
beams of red light trailed his dancing steps. But just before the enemy
had him in its sights, he dove for the safety of yuletide cheer.
"Oh man!" the enemy called from behind the microwave box.
"Did I get you?"
Ethan panted, checking his chest. The small ruby prisms on the
face of the plastic weren't blinking, nor did the device emit that garbled
electronic noise indicating a hit.

"Nope."
"Bull crap! I shot right at you."
''And you missed."
"You cheated then, you covered the sensors."
Ethan rolled his eyes. With the rifle now braced against his
shoulder, he pivoted around the corner and clicked the trigger over and
over like Neo from The Matrix. The enemy, Max, yelped. The lasers
trailed Max, bur he squished himself behind a fat carpet cleaner and
fired back over his shoulder, forcing Ethan to retreat behind the box of
Christmas lights again.
The basement went still.

Marc J Gregson
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Unheard

A precious scream for her is a dream
That will forever be
Left unspoken

For every sound she yearns to get out
Remains within as
Words unheard

Her eyes can see the numerous words
Softly signed, yet still
Go unheard

This small girl's tone shall never be known
For her every thought
Is unspoken

With silent pleas she begins to weep
Dreaming of words
Gone unheard

Margaret Fangmann
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Once Yours, Now Mine

My dad turns to me and in that moment I try and memorize
everything about him. I look at his salt and pepper hair, his clean shaven
chin, and his sea foam green eyes. Eyes that match mine so perfectly. As
if in slow motion, I watch as my dad walks over to where I sit pressed up
against the couch, leans over and puts his rough, callused hands under my
arms and picks me up to throw me on his hip. My blanket almost slips,
but at the last minute I manage to keep it from hitting the floor.
''Are you ready to go to bed?" my dad asks me in a whisper as
he turns toward the stairs again. I nod, not sure if my -voice would work
due to the knot of emotion in my throat. Nights like tonight may not
be unusual for my family and I, but that doesn't mean it makes it any
easier. I look

to

my mom, just before my dad starts

to

ascend the stairs,

and notice her wiping away a small, salty tear right under her eye. My
dad walks slowly and for that I am thankful. It is little moments like these
that I will forever remember. We reach my room, the makeshift stars
glowing on the ceiling, giving off some light, so my dad is able to reach
my twin-sized bed easily. He pulls back the covers, lays me down, and
proceeds to tuck me in and makes sure my mound of stuffed animals are
comfortable as well. He gives away a small smile, knowing it's because
he thinks I'm silly when I insist my stuffed animals have

to

sleep with

me; I give a small smile as well, sharing a small happy moment in a sad
situation. As he leans down to kiss me on my forehead, a small tear
escapes my eye.

Chelsea Fieschel
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The Richest Meal

I was about nine years old at the time and I was at home with my
family. My mom had decided that she wanted to eat crab for dinner, so
she had gone out to pick some up. Once she brought it home, she put
it in the oven and let it cook for a little bit. She then put it on the table
once it was done. She called for everyone in the house and she said, "I
want to show you guys something." Everyone in the house, including my
dad came in the room and sat down. From the look on my dad's face,
I could tell he knew what was under the tinfoil wrap. Once my mom
unwrapped the mystery dish from the aluminum foil, I looked up at my
dad and his eyes lit up.
I then turned my head toward the dish. It was filled with long
crab legs that had claws at the end of them. The legs were all dry and
spikey, not to mention hard. I touched one to feel it and it felt so dry and
sand papery.
I was disgusted. I thought to myself, "I don't want to eat that. It's
way too hard for me to chew." All of us kids were looking at each other
wondering how we were going to eat our dinner that was hard as a rock.

Andrea
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McKay

The Bowl

Raydon Cardenas
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Tidal Wave
5:30 I wake in Waipahu with the scent of
Spiced pear tending your auburn curls. We're in bed, as
An amber streak states an end to last night.
You leave to Monterey, again, in a month, but right now
We hope North shore will be somewhat sunny.
Outside by 5:55, and almost running
to the waves, or from your flight.

Our fingers, laced and awkward, lie
suspended on trust, which follows the tide.
Dreading our day will last, only so longWe'd race the sand to find turquoise in dawn.
The wispy air's skin spins off our breath.
Cranky clock's ticks trickle lover's regrets.
The first and the best swap sides, on and on.
Romeo and Eve- sing stinging swapped songs

Neither wind nor whim can wither our plans.
Whatever the weather, we do walk to sand.
Regardless the hardships, we remain brave,
Refusing the fact that the sky has grown grey.
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The waves scream and cry in cadence and clashknowing the motion was not meant to last.
A storm forms a blanket in the days wake.
As wave gives to wave- the crest weeps the break.
Far off the sea lulls, in cold lusty moans.
As waves recede leaving coral and foam,
as untamed violence becomes dead silence,
as the horizon ripens to violet
as the ticks click louder clanging like guns
as we cling tighter and cling to no one
Then- the ocean's tempo, drops with the wind
So lovers may part to thunder's last hymn.
You tremble, and I feel the ground shake. Pulsing
hands part: the Atlantic the same,
It's monstrous swell, born from billows deep, laughs;
We've spent time's patience, the sky has run black.
Eve found an Adam to love Juliet
I'm willed to the water, this wall, this death
And confide in the tsunami's last laugh,
which whispers my name and washes the past.

Davidson Vorhees
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Falling

Dave Greenwood
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iSolation: An Advertisement
Surely you've seen us; we are everywhere. In moving cars, across
restaurant tables, and in public places, we gaze with wonder at what lies
before us. The sapphire glow illuminates our faces, while the images
that hold us captive are reflected in our eyes. Conversations cease, eye
contact breaks, and relationships are suspended. It's absolutely brilliant.
These pocket sized marvels have the potential to make our public and
social lives positively effortless. Let the power of technology lift you from
the abyss of human relationships: Reject social obligation, eliminate
the inconvenience of human connection, and say "No" to personal
contact. Take into account all of the propriety, etiquette, and protocol
we are subject to. We need only to replace our human interactions with
electronic ones, and the ease with which we communicate will become
utterly painless.
The struggle to interpret another person's feelings will be a breeze,
because decoding facial expressions or analyzing body language will no
longer be required. We can communicate the full range of emotions by
sending each other emoticons: :) I am happy, :( I am sad, <3 I love you.
There is no end to the demonstration of feeling we can deliver with just
the touch of a screen.
The battles of parent/child relationships will be alleviated. No
longer will parents say things like "Look at me when I am talking to you,"
or "Don't you look at me like that." Communication can be exclusively
screen to screen. Although, what teen desires interaction with their
parents anyway? Every resource they could possibly need is accessible
right in the palm of their hand. Advice? Got it. Homework help? Right
here. Social networking? You bet. Senseless viral videos? No problem.
Complicated relationships will become a thing of the past.
Say goodbye to needy family members, demanding coworkers, and
bothersome friends. In a matter of seconds, they can be unfriended,
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deleted, and eliminated for good. Once they are deleted
from your contact list, it will be as if they never existed
at all.
Consider all of the social conventions we can
disregard if we only embrace online communication a
degree more. Who would need to dress appropriately
when we won't actually see one another? If we elude
looking at each other long enough, there will be no need
for personal hygiene.
Perhaps we fear intimacy. Never fear, electronic
dating is here. Virtual love affairs are alluring, yet sterile;
engaging, yet detached; romantic, yet surprisingly easy
to

dissolve. Commitment phobics take heart: there are

legions of wired souls just like us, seeking connections.
Sort of.
Forget the hardships of human interaction and
join iSolation. All the time and money we save can be
spent on more worthy pursuits like more data, or better
yet, an upgrade. iSolation: it's a beautiful thing!

Amber Fox
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sr excerpt from

My Struggle
Back in 2005 I had a terrible accident, I thought I was dead. I
was surrounded by a lot people and I kind of lost my memory. This is
how it all started. In 2005, I had difficult time going back to school,
my mother was gone, and my father was living here in America. I used
to live with my Uncle and my Aunt. I got kicked out of school because
I didn't pay my tuition. I was worried; I ask myself, "what am I going
to do now?" Every morning I saw my friends going to school and I was
home alone. I was like a slave to other people. Since there was no kid in
the house, they all went to school, everyone sent me to do their stuff, go
buy me this and that, and I have to do it otherwise I would be beaten.
My uncle and my aunt did not have enough money to send me back to
school. So I decide to go out and sell blue plastic bags. I didn't make good
money, but it would help me and my family. I began to sell blue plastic
bags. I walked on the market; I usually went to places where there would
be more people, like the bus stations. People with a lot of stuff in their
hands, they probably would wan to buy a blue plastic bag. It's a huge bag,
you can put your stuff in and it costs about two dollars. On the street
there were a lot of children selling different products like corn, peanuts,
banana and water. When I walked to the bus station I could smell the dirt
of the street, I could smell food, like fish, chicken, and vegetables. I could
also see women. Men always wore pants, long sleeve t-shirts, and women
liked to wear skirts and long dresses. When you go to the market there are
always a lot of vehicles and people, it is the best place where you can sell
your items.
It was on Saturday. On Saturday most people voyage from city to
city, so it was a pretty good time to sell my blue plastic bags. I remember
the day; I made a lot of money. My plastic bags were finished. So I had
to run home to get more bags. Although it was getting pretty late, I went
home. My aunt was happy; she told me not go too far, she wanted me to
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stay around. I said OK. I wanted to go to the place where they bought all
my bags. She told me not to go there, but I didn't listen to her and I still
wanted to make more money, so I decided to stay around. But I wasn't
getting any clients, then I went down to my favorite place. Where there
are more people. When I got there people started buying my plastic bags.
I was happy.

It was getting late and I needed to go home before I got in
trouble. There was a truck going in the same direction as my house, so
I hung on the back of the truck. My friend told me not to do this, I
didn't listen to him. I told him that I wanted to go home. Apparently
the truck was going to a different city and I was scared. If the driver saw
me hanging on his truck, I would be in trouble with him. The truck was
going about 50 mph and I looked behind me, there were no cars coming
and I jumped and I fell on the road. I didn't feel a lot whole pain, because
I passed out for few minutes and I couldn't see anything. I heard people
talking and screaming and then I open my eyes and I saw many people
surrounding me and a lot of blood was all over me. Then I realize that my
chin was cut and I started crying.

Sahibou Sow
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Wedding Hollow

Jessica Ash
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Trivial
I've gotta say: I'm not one for begging,
but you've got me on my hands and knees.
Thoughts of you riddle my mind like shrapnel
after a landmine,
fractal fantasies of what
I'd do if you were mine.
Allow me to rectify, if not edify,
my peculiar penmanship on the palette of promiscuity.
I want to be your compromise,
your consolation prize behind closed eyes
wishing for that someone else
above the belt.
Let me be your guilty pleasure,
your nighttime hidden endeavor.
I would leave you at the door.
Allow such theoretic thoughts to postulate,
permeate your mind, and marinate.
Leaving a hunger for
something you've never tasted.
For the time we waste
is time that's never wasted.

Ian Hilton
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The Irony of Dying on Your Birthday
It was a Friday night. The kind of night that made me love this
stupid town. The February air was crisp and the sky was clear and inky
blue, scattered with a frosting of winter stars.

It was the night my world fell apart.
They say that your life flashes before your eyes as death reaches
for your hand, and in those few moments it seemed to. I had always
imagined it would sprawl out like a movie timeline, cutting between
significant events, but it was nothing even close. It came to me like a bad
acid trip, splattered moments mixed with vivid paint and glitter, and the
images were things I had simply forgotten because I thought they would
never be worth remembering.
They told me that the ambulances rushed me to the hospital;
EMTs speaking quickly, pursed lips and quick movements, trying their
best to bind me to the world. And that the emergency room was busy
that night, something about a drop in the barometer for an upcoming
storm inducing labor in what must have been every Mormon mother-tobe in the valley. They said that the ER unit on duty was professional and
efficient as they lifted me off the gurney and onto the table and began to
hook me to their machines.
It was these tiny little things they told me that made the night
seem more like a strange dream than an actual event.
They pronounced me dead at 2:35 AM.
Two minutes later my lungs convulsed as I gasped for air.
They told me that I was like a crazed animal thrown into a sea of
ice, thrashing, and wailing incoherently as stunned nurses raced to hold
me down, to start their machines again and to keep me from tearing
myself to pieces. The doctor rushed into the stark room, flustered and
short of breath from sprinting down the long hospital corridor to look
in on his recently deceased patient. He clasped me in thick hands and
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looked into my face. They say that I stopped fighting at that moment,
staring vacantly into the eyes of this physician. Green eyes. Deep and
soothing like the down comforter on your bed back home. They say that
I cursed loudly, before dropping into my pillow and losing consciousness
again.
The hours that followed were nothing more than splotchy marks
of ink on my mind. I was in and out of consciousness, vitals unstable and
shaky. IV tubes snaked out of my pale arms into machines with lights and
bells, and my nose filled with the stench of antiseptics and sterilization.
Fragments of conversations, hushed voices, and familiar words all
danced wickedly to the cadence of the beeping monitors in the caverns of
my mind, falling together like misshapen puzzle pieces on white linoleum
Boors. I reached tiredly for understanding, but it was all mixed up,
seeming far away and drained of substance.
Drug overdose, they said. Only I knew I had been clean for
at least a few days. You would have been so proud. Withdrawal, they
speculated later, after my condition had stabilized enough to move
me to my own room with a fat window that offered a city view. I
wanted to scream at them. I wanted to tell them that it had been the
never-ending feeling of butterflies in my stomach and the memory of
stolen kisses that had been my fleeting thoughts as I crashed into the
pavement. Heartbreak, I wanted to yell. I was dying of a broken heart.
I was broken without you. I wanted them to know. I wanted the world
to hear it. I wanted it to be recorded and dated and sealed with wax and
official seals that you were the last thing I thought of as I crumbled to the
sidewalk in a familiar neighborhood. But I was muted by sedatives and by
the weight of dying and could only offer my ears to their words.
"He called me," I heard a voice whisper, "before the hospital
had even called us. He was on the phone with me about it." They were
talking about you again. It was the jumble of words that made my heart
swell and break in the same motion. It was the blue splash of acrylic on
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my water colored soul. These puzzle pieces were composed in a song of
your voice, sobbing frantically over wireless telephone waves into my
best friend's ear in the dead of night. You had woken from a nightmare
and called. Not my phone but his. Knowing that something was wrong.
Knowing that you'd never reach me on my cell. He's dead, Walt. You had
known before the Bashing red and white lights had even arrived on the
scene. He'd tried to quiet you, telling you that you had been dreaming
and there was no need to worry.
I had heard this story, or at least parts of it, so many times I could
recite it nearly verbatim. I kept hoping that the happy-ending of the story
would be that you had given up on Walt's assurances and left immediately
for the airport. I could see you in this storyline, standing at the ticket
desk, hair messy and clothing in disarray, demanding a seat on whatever
plane would put you in Salt Lake the quickest. I could see you pounding
your fist on the counter in irritation until they handed you a boarding
pass and ushered you to the plane. I strained to hear your voice each time
I awoke, fumbling sloppily with consciousness. Waiting for you to be the
one standing at my bedside.
Instead, it was Walt's face that smiled at me when I opened my
eyes. Walt's voice that whispered jokes and stories to my broken body.
Walt's frame that folded into the chair beside the window as he waited
out the minutes.
I didn't mind that Walt was there. He was, after all, my best
friend even when we fought, even when we hated each other, even when
we told each other that we hoped the other would die, we were still the
best mix, in perfect shades of green. You and I had never mixed quite so
well, contrasting yet complimentary, and it showed in all that we ever
did. It showed in vibrant hues of deafening volume, in violent yellows
and bloody reds, splayed across royal purples and oranges. It was a messy
abstract that was nothing short of amazing.
And it was the colors of you that haunted my sleep. More than
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the taste or smell of you. More than the sound of your voice or the depth
of your eyes . More than the silky feel of your hair or your skin. It was the
colors of all of those things. You were more than an artist. You were the
art.

It was color that pulled me from my sleep. Pressing its brilliant
sunny fingers against my eyelids, tugging my mind from hibernation,
sliding into the sunlit room.
Warm fingers laced through mine, tucked beneath the soft skin
of a chin. The soft whisper of breath that could have been a mumble of
words or a simple sigh. I struggled to lift my eyelids, squinting in the
light that overwhelmed the sterile room.
Your lips moved in a small smile as I tightened my hand around
yours, and your eyes rose to meet mine in an explosion of color. My
breath caught in my throat and my heart raced, changing the beat of the
monitor's whine momentarily and causing us both to chuckle.
"You're here," I rasped out, my tongue feeling as if it hadn't been
used in years.
You leaned forward, pressing your lips against the back of my
hand. "Of course I am."
Our eyes met again, in silent conversation, framed by lashes, but
naked of innuendo. You knew what I was thinking. You knew all the
questions in my head. You knew the only answer I wanted to know. You
knew my doubts and my weaknesses. You knew the way our colors laid
against each other in love and in hate. You knew the curves and angles of
my every shadow. You knew me. The same way you knew that I was dead
from miles away. And the same way you knew that holding your hand
made me feel more alive than I had in months.
You smiled again, your lips revealing secrets and promises that I
knew in the same ways that you knew me.
And I smiled back, feeling my heart begin to beat again.
"I couldn't miss your birthday," you said softly, "could I?"

Heather Graham
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When the Spirit Awakens
When the spirit awakens,
Stirs and festers with the sounds of melodies,
A steadfast jaw and drooping eyes,
There in her soul;
Each color uttering within
As Mother Earth has quieted her Self among the masses
And all that we are left with,
Is the deafening silence that follows
The ceaseless 'tick-tock'
Of realism.

Jessica Ash
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The Value of Meaning and Purpose
Dr. Dusoe grew up in Fall River, Massachusetts, an economically
challenging area on the southeastern coast of Massachusetts. Born in
1950, he describes himself as a "child and product of the 60's, a relatively
tumultuous time." Dusoe, growing up, was a very athletic individual.
Throughout his high school years at Bishop Stang High he played
basketball. When he moved on to college he played basketball for the
University of Dartmouth. Dr. Dusoe has always had a service occupation.
He began as a lifeguard, then moved on to become a Massachusetts State
Police Officer and an undercover police officer.
Dr. Dusoe was undercover for the police force for 8 years .
During this time he worked on dozens of cases mostly involving drugs.
While undercover, in order to not expose his real identity as a police
officer, he began using several illegal substances, particularly heroin. Dr.
Dusoe finally got to the point where he needed help; he retired from
the Massachusetts State Police. After retirement, he returned back to
Fall River. Dusoe connected with his old friends at "the corner," as he
cleverly put it. He continued experimenting with drugs. Again Dr. Dusoe
admitted there was a problem and sought treatment.
Dr. Dusoe came out to Salt Lake City, UT in 1984, where he
was admitted to Highland Ridge. On his first day of treatment, he was
given a tour around the facility. While on the tour, Dr. Dusoe told his
therapist, with his ever so dry sense of humor, "You know, I could run a
place like this!" Little did the therapist know, or Dr. Dusoe for the matter,
that within just a few years Dr. Dusoe would be the Director of Highland
Ridge Hospital.

Dylan
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Dusoe

Trapeze

Val Douroux
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Stone Beauty

Misha Busch
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My Hole
I once dug a hole. ''I'm digging a hole to China," I told my mother
and father. They didn't care. It kept me out of their hair and off the streets.
We had the biggest backyard in the neighborhood. Half an acre full of
beautiful grass that looked ice blue in the morning and ignited at last light.
Flowers bordered the lot and three mighty oaks commanded the center. I
asked my mother where I could dig a hole, and she picked a spot in the
shade of all the trees but far enough away that I wouldn't disturb the roots
and knock one of the trees on top of me. I started digging the moment I
finished my schoolwork, and would continue on until my parents called
me in for dinner. One side was sloped so I could get out, something I saw
on TV, and the other sides were so far apart I had to stretch to touch them
both. I tried to keep the bottom of my hole mostly flat, to make it easier to
stand in. I had to move my dirt piles twice, no, three times to keep them
from falling into my hole and fill it in. During school I would yearn for
the smell of the fresh dirt, each layer having a distinct smell. The warm,
musky smell of the quietly decomposing top layer, the deep metallic smell
of the red subsoil, the milky smell of the yellow rocky layer, I knew them
all. During the summer my mother brought my lunch out to me so I could
keep digging. One day, as I was digging through the rock layer, I hit a really
big rock. So big that I dug up the entire bottom of my hole to uncover it
to see ifl could get around it. When I had finally scraped off the last specks
of dirt, my mother came out to give me my lunch. I was standing there
staring at the rock when my mother looked down to me. "It's concrete,"
she said.
Now I'm a pilot.

Eric Culver
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Ditsy Fires of the Laden Creature
Something captivating about the water's voice
True to its roots and masked with green foliage
Dancing 'round the edges of nature's back
Tickling with sunlight at the face of The Fisherman
Beaming light, to grace his cheekbones with inquiry and knowledge
The peaceful, still waters that wrap itself within his eyes
Surely, they'll tell a story, as they cleanse the spear in ripples
The ditzy fires of the laden creature
Singing like bluebirds
Over the threshold of the mountain tops
Across the robin egg hue of a lazy sky
The Fisherman
Such sounds of the water trickling, plopping, splashing ...
She jumps, one arm stroke and then another
Soaked hair at the nape of her neck
She has grasped natures' abounding love
Forever,
The Fisherman

Jessica Ash
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Who We Are
Madi and I were sitting in the chapel, waiting excitedly like we
did every year, wondering who our new teacher would be. Would it be
the pretty blonde? The grandpa and his wife who always brought treats?
Madi and I sat there, whisper-giggling about who we wanted, and the
one couple we knew we did not want. "She looks like Dracula's wife,
Kenna! Look at her lips!" We shrieked with laughter that was far too
inappropriate for a chapel. We joked about the Mrs. Dracula, avoiding
the obvious topic: Her husband. "He's literally green Madi ... Don't you
think he looks ... dead?"I asked. "Maybe she killed him! Sucked his blood
and then brought him back to life!" And there we were again, laughing
way too inappropriately. Madi and I shared everything in life, from our
Barbies to our clothes and even our birthday. We looked it and acted it,
but Madi and I were nowhere near twins. We just happened to be sisters,
maybe in one life meant to be twins, but someone messed up on the roll
call in heaven or Madi just missed it. Either way, we ended up with the
same birthday, same month, same day, different year. NOT twins. Who
could've known at such a young age that our connection would be far
deeper rooted than just a shared birth date?
She went first because of the two year difference. She got the cute
blonde. I got the Dead Man & Mrs. Dracula.

It didn't take long before I told my mother how uncomfortable
the dead man made me feel. We were at church, but that didn't change
anything - I knew what inappropriate was. I had wished so badly that
someone, anyone was by my side. His wife was in the room, the other
Sunday school children were there as well, but nobody was paying close
enough attention, nobody was truly there. Nobody saw as he wrapped
his arm around my shoulder, as he questioned me, "Do you like salty or
sweet food, McKenna?" a question that I to this day cannot get out of my
head.

McKenna Valdez
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Lavender Nights
My days are framed
by sunsets in parking lots
creating chapters written
with gain and loss
friends and lovers
hearts thoroughly crossed
searching for life this
side of paradise lost
De toutes les nuits
en JUm
Ce soir vous
mourir jeune
My nights consist of
ghost stories at the park
told in broken voices
sitting miles apart
searching for secrets
hidden in the dark
every word was a lie
epitaphs or bookmarks

De toutes les nuits
en juin
Ce soir vous
mouru Jeune
My life is a wreck
of all I used to know
crossed out names
in a book by the phone
burned love letters and
perfume that won't leave
we've kissed so many times
your kisses feel real in my dreams
De toutes les nuits
enJum
Ce soir vous
mourir jeune

Zachary Smith
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That Kind of Forgiveness is of God
Theodore Robert "Ted" Bundy's last meal before his execution consisted of
steak, eggs, hash browns, potatoes and coffee. His last night before his end
was full of prayers and tears and remorse for his victims. The next morning
on January 24, 1989 Bundy was escorted by two guards down a hallway to
his final moments. As he was being restrained to the chair, he could see the
faces of his witnesses. He was asked if he had any last words. "Jim and Fred,
I'd like you to give my love to my family and friends." The black veil came
down covering his head. At exactly 7:16 a.m., 2,000 volts ran through
Bundy's body for 60 seconds before he was pronounced dead.

Erick Quinonez
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Steve Buscemi

Dave Greenwood
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The Pianist
The Pianist practiced proceeds to start,
Hitting the keys which hammer each part.
Placing her hands in their perfect positions,
The music - to the hearer - brings to mind a vision.
She persists with passion as each string sounds,
Her life story especially loud.
Her fingers fly flawlessly across the mantle,
Punching out the masterpieces of Bach and Handel.
Outward we hear the piano play
Harmonious rhythms taking breath away.
But with The Pianist we fail to listen,
The song of her heart; her purpose; her mission.
We watch as she struggles, straining to stab
Each wrote note by left and right hand.
We observe in awe her faithful decision
To stick through degree despite opposition.
Her fingers move fast though her heart beats slow
She calmly conforms herself comfortably with piano.
She serenades sweet the brutal task,
Revealing her talent's message masked.
The Pianist ends with the pianos last pound ...
The audience applauds: her desires finally found.

David Ahlman
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Heaven Always Feels White
It was just me and the doctor and a nurse now. They were both
of them methodical and confident and swift in their decision making.
They knew exactly what to do, when to do it, and how to do it. The 'why'
wasn't an argument; nothing was up for debate. There was no tension,
just beautifully crafted problem solving. They were in unison and so was
the whole office, actually. It was kind of like those Amish families, all
happy and working together, all in agreement. The men and women in
white had a clear purpose that never had to be stated, explained, justified;
everyone just knew the exact things to do. If Heaven were a place of
knowledge and compassion then I was seeing what Heaven really looked
like. Perhaps Heaven is all white, completely painted in white, dripping
with calm. White in its purity of purpose, its singular goal: to heal. I liked
that it was clear now, that there needn't be any anxiety or fear or dread of
the unknown. No ambiguity. So simple.
''Always ask for help, just ask, don't be afraid," he said, and then he
said almost the exact same thing again, "If you ever need any kind of
help, especially medical attention, ask a friend, a teacher, a neighbor, any
grown up, even a stranger." Then he clarified because he knew he had
used that word "stranger" and that it was supposed to be scary but he
wanted to give me hope and trust and faith.
"Even a stranger will help you if they see blood or broken bones. I
promise you it will be okay. Even a stranger will know what to do. People
do not hesitate to help a child, right?"

Berkeley Battle
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Delicate Arch, Moab

lnup Tamrakar
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Atrial Fibrillation
You feel a sense of Buttering in your chest as if you are having
an intense anxiety attack. You have never felt like this before. You feel as
though you cannot breathe in or out enough, you feel as though you are
about to pass out. The world seems to swim around you. You are terrified
and sure that you are going to die. Your eyesight dims a little; shadows
Butter. You are jumpy, as though walking on nails. Your heart is beating
a million times a minute in your chest. You rush to the emergency room,
worried that you are about to have a heart attack and nearly passing out
from lack of oxygen. You arrive at the hospital; the admitting technician
checks your oxygen saturation, blood pressure, and heart rate. She looks
at you like you are a dead man that walks and talks. She seems to feel as
though making you wait is not an option. She brings a wheelchair to you,
explaining that she doesn't want you to put any more stress on your heart
"Oh God," you think to yourself, "She thinks I am about to die." Cardiac
patients are not allowed to wait for long if at all. You are not allowed to
walk; you have to be wheeled past the opened doors of the examining
rooms. You are pushed into a small room with a bed, a curtain, and various
medical equipment. The room smells of cleaning chemicals and alcohol.
You are scared; this turns to a state of almost terror as the technician and
receiving nurse talk in quiet tones. You are asked to change into a gown and
asked to leave the opening in front to allow access to your chest. Your pants
are ok to leave on, but you are asked to remove your shoes. You lay back
and watch the nurse fit the blood pressure cup on your arm and place an
oximeter on your index finger. Your heart rate is shown on the machine to
your side; it is fluctuating wildly making your heart seem to skip more. Your
blood pressure is up; you breathe harder and faster than normal. "They are
going to tell me that my heart is damaged this time and that I will die here
tonight in this creepy, smelly, cold place." The nurse asks what medications
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you are currently taking, you lift up your plastic freezer bag full of pill
bottles, and tell her, "It's just easier for me to grab them all and put them
in the bag when I have to come here." She gives a little smile and nods
her head politely. She asks how long it has been since you had last eaten
or drank anything. "Several hours," you reply. The emergency physician,
another nurse and an EKG technician come in and introduce themselves.
You can tell they have experienced someone with your symptoms before.
The doctor asks you to explain your symptoms, you tell him about your
heart and ask, "Am I going to die?" He says not from this. He tells you he
has ordered an EKG and will return shortly. The technician introduces
himself. Then he asks if it is ok if he shaves your chest partially. You reply
it is ok, it's not the first time it has happened, and it won't be the last. He
then places twelve leads onto your chest and runs the machine for a few
seconds. He looks at the tape, confident that he has what he needs. He
takes the wires off but says he wants to leave the connecting pads in case
they are needed again. They will be. A nurse comes in to place an IV, you
tell her that you are a hard draw, she seems to wince. She tries two times
and gets one into your hand, it hurts and the way it is taped down is not
helping any. Your heart still races. You still feel horrible and scared. The
doctor comes back and tells you that you are in atrial fibrillation. Your
heart is not beating correctly. The top two chambers of your heart are out
of sync with the bottom chambers of your heart; this is not immediately
life threatening, but you are scared still. The doctor orders an ultrasound of
your heart, called an echocardiogram. This is a test that uses sound waves
to get a picture of the top chambers of your heart to make sure there are no
blood clots in them. Atrial fibrillation can stop blood from being removed
from your heart; it can clot if not removed properly. Clots there can break
free and cause a heart attack or stroke. This just scares you more.

Corey Young
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Rheinland-Pfalz Germany

Yuliya Stolbova
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We Could Be Seen Inhaling Together
We could be seen inhaling together
The sweet incense of existence
The demons that we buried together
Could never rise up against us
Their shadows consumed by light
Their bones laid side by side
Rendered meaningless by love
I remember your swimming in my brain
Rising high and low slow and fast
To meet any current
While we could
We would possess
Every mention of
Reflected time
Using it over and over
Treading slowly back
The way we came

Nothing could enter
What we created
And held up between us
To say that the peace
We made was the
Product of our union
Would only be half-right
What I remember better
Was your setting aside
The tangible and the
Merely essential
And examining more closely
What we could not be sure we saw
The disappearing brushwork
Of consciousness
The counting back to zero
Of color

Gary Howard
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The Mind Game

Even after 6 months, Kendra's depression still wasn't getting
better. If anything, it was getting worse. She had become extremely
solitary these past few months, slipped further and further out of reach.
Connor was running out of patience. He knew she could heal if she'd let
herself be comforted. But that was the problem; she wouldn't. She was
content to wallow in her grief She wouldn't see a therapist, and she was
always holing up in her room-it was as if she wanted to feel sorry for
herself. True, the tragedy had wounded him deeply, but still he always
tried to keep positive, to find something to be happy about. That left no
room for bitterness or despair. Kendra, on the other hand ... she didn't
even seem to want to be happy.

Oh why did you have to die so soon, Mom and Dad? You were so
young. It wasn't fair to make him go through this at his age-he wasn't
ready to handle it on his own. It wasn't fair. The memory was too
painful. He pushed it away.
Connor felt a fresh wave of anger along with his grief. Anger at
his parents for leaving them to fend for themselves, and anger at his twin
sister for not trying to get over it. Didn't she know this was hard for him
too? He had his own grief to deal with; it wasn't fair of her to make him
take care of her as well. Those words seemed to surface more and more
in his thoughts these days-not fair. Still, he tried to help her through
her pain, did anything he thought would make her happy. Because the
thought of losing Kendra as well scared him more than he wanted to
think about.
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Whenever he thought about Kendra or his parents, he always
came to that same conclusion. So, using a small portion of the fortune
their parents left behind, he had bought them a two-week long vacation
on a resort island at the luxurious Baschter Hotel

to

cheer her up.

Now standing in Kendra's room, he gaped at what surrounded
him. The legs of a giant four-poster-bed creaked and groaned underneath
a stained mattress. Hideous brown wallpaper peeled away from the moldspeckled wall as if in disgust. One lonesome light bulb hung high on a
fancy chandelier, so dim it was useless. The spacious window that looked
out over the island was splotched and dirty, covered halfway by crimson
drapes the color of blood. All the furniture had the look of things that
used

to

be beautiful, but had long since been neglected.
The hall door swung open, and out of the corner of his eye,

Connor caught a flash of flaming red hair.
"Hi Kendra!" he shouted, and his sister whirled inhumanly fast,
barely missing his face with her fist as he caught her hand. "Settle down,
it's only me." he grinned up at her.
She rolled her eyes at him and flopped onto the bed.
Connor's smile faded. She hadn't even put up a fight. He'd
expected a slap

to

the head, or at least a snide comment from her, but she

hadn't said a single word.
He bit back his disappointment. "Man this room's a mess. I am
positive that this is not the Crystal suite we reserved."
Kendra scanned the room, then shrugged. "It's fine . Actually, I
think I like it better than yours ."
Connor gaped at her. "But it's so dark and ugly and gloomy!
There must have been a mistake. We'll get the manager Mr. Wiesel to
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switch us to our real rooms at dinner."
She looked at him sternly. "No, it's fine. It's nice and quiet.
There's less people on this floor, less people prying into our business.
Besides, I like the dark."
Connor felt the familiar feeling of dread begin to weigh on him
again. "Fine. You can stay here, but I'm going to get the room I paid for."
The words came out harsher than he'd intended, but he turned abruptly
and stalked out of the room. "I'll see you later."
He stomped down the stairs towards the lobby. He wouldn't really
leave her, but it had felt good to say. And what bad luck, getting the
nastiest, oldest room in the hotel. The whole purpose of this trip was to
cheer her up, not give her a place to hole up in the dark. No, he decided.
There had been enough of that. He had to do something. Even if it would
make Kendra temporarily angry.

Sierra Tar
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Primavera

Ashley Thompson
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La Petit Mort

He drives to see the
world over in a day
stealing the sky
where lively stars create
nights in which
the moon does pray
"space for hands to lay,
time for lovers to play .. . "
He never sees the kiss
but forces the tell
prying in earlier
than is polite or well
burning the dew from
the blades and branch
causing reddened lips
to part and detach
He strangles the horizon
with preemptive lies
creating sin of our own
sacramented nights
chasing holy hours
with intrusive light
little deaths following
stifling days
pleasures of the kiss
like the moon, must wait

Zachary Smith
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Pain
The bird's song echoes outside of the bedroom window as the
boy lies on an oversized mattress. The tree whips its leaves roughly across
the frame, scraping the dirty glass. The repugnant sweat pouring down
his face as he grinds his teeth together. Make it stop he pleads with his
straight-faced callous father and overdramatic sobbing mother. His
entreats mean nothing, because it is inevitable that he must endure.
Body odor overpowers his nostrils and begs for relief. A bowl of soup
and crackers lie unforgotten on the bedside table; the tang is strong and
putrid to the boy, but his concerned mother lifts a shiny silver spoon
to the boy's lips as he defiantly swallows the hot liquid. After he has
sipped a couple of drops, he extends his arm to signal he's had enough.
Doing so causes him to brush up against a soft furry blanket and glide
into unconsciousness; even so, he cannot escape as his dreams slowly
evolve into nightmares. Wrinkles caress his body as he struggles to rest.
Hours drift by as he wrestles against all odds fighting for some kind of
balance. His breathing becomes uneven and hasty, needful of oxygen to
his brain. The car wreck screeching replays inside his head like a broken
record about to explode. Suddenly he is alert, like a bullet bursting from
a gun. The contemplation of the lasting effects hangs in the air like an
unwanted rodent. His parents rush to his divan, trying to console him;
unfortunately, there is nothing that can be done. He discerns now that he
must live like this forever, never to be released. His world shatters around
him like a fallen vase, unable to be recreated. He is determined to get
through this with as little help as possible, and not be a burden. As he
resolves this thought, he again slips back into oblivion.

Karlie Merrill
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Bush

Natalee Wilding
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Divide by Zero
Loud as a July night, you came in with a bang.
Bright eyes like fireworks seem so out of place in a winter's birth,
but you've never been one to follow the crowd, kid.
Your life created a solstice in our existence.
After you came along, my clothes were just a little too tight
my heart just a little too low,
my pockets just a little too light,
my mind just a little too slow to keep up with
the ever-increasing downward spiral.
The illogical, non-linear logarithm that inches me closer
and closer to the tangent of infinity,
caving in, running out, and pressing me up
against the wall of an event horizon.
The kind of exponential nothingness that black holes could envy.
Loud as a July night, you came in screaming.
Whistling firecrackers of your continuing disappointment with existence.
Bright eyes seem so out of place in a face full of tears,
but you've always found a way to convince yourself that
you deserve this.
You've created a solstice in your existence.
Everything before now,
Everything after,
And in the middle lies the emptiness of knowing that you are alone in
your timeline.
Well, I've found my pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
I've found my ends of infinity, and was a guest of honor at the event just
beyond the horizon.
I wish you could see me from the other side of your black hole.
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Loud on a July night, you went out with a bang.
Bright eyes seem so out of place in a dead body,
but you knew you'd made another solstice.
Everything you couldn't do,
Everything you'll never be,
and in the middle lies this crumpled singularity that crossed my timeline.
I found you at the end of a rainbow.
You were my pot of gold, kiddo.
I wish you could've seen that from the other side of your black hole.

Ian Hilton
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Exposition

Needed

I have never been good with dates. Seconds are non-existent;
their passage is undetectable like the acts of kindness that are supposed
to reverberating through our world. Minutes are myths because there are
so many of them, and their affect on me is impossible to notice unless I
am looking for it. Hours are tall-tales told and half believed . Some count
them, others don't mind them. Days are pretty passers-by. They always
look like they know what's happening. Weeks are people who I only talk
to when I need something, and Years are always things you wish you did.

I was born January 2nd, 1994. At 12:34 a.m. 34 minutes late. In
a way this is all a stranger who wants to know me needs to know. From
this you could discern however deep a meaning you want.
I'm not sure when this happened but it was definitely before
high school. I had spent the morning reclining on a branch high up
where no one could see me. With eyes skyward and headphones securely
fastened no noise could hurt me. The only thing that troubled me was if
R.E.M. was a name. What could a Dead Letter Office possibly be? And
if Gardening at Night meant a murder had been committed or if there
really was such a care-free person in this world where they just did things
whenever they wanted to.
Now I have never wished for anything because I never really
wanted anything that badly. The only thing I can remember wanting
was my eldest brother's Phillips Jogproof CD player. And he gave that to
me on the spot. No charge. Escape from the echoes with the press of a
button. It was magical.
Now I don't take kindly to cliches. But something that does hold
truth in our world is nothing is ever free. If a genie or jinn-whichever
you want to call them. They're the same thing. I personally like jinn. It
just sounds nicer-appeared before you and offered you one wish what
would it be? Would you offer it a cliche or would you offer it something
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that is you. If I got one wish, I know what I would wish for. There is
only one thing in this world I could desire enough to allow that kind of
evil into my mind. The only thing in this world I could want enough to
cause bodily harm or wish ill will on another soul. I would have wished
for longer lasting batteries. I didn't ask for an impossibility to be a reality.
I thought it was a humble request. I thought it could help all kinds of
people. Certainly people in horror movies would appreciate it. Or better
yet it would have forced the writers of those movies to come up with
better ways to build tension and we would all be the better for it.

If the batteries had lasted longer I would have stayed on that
branch. No one would have seen me. They never do. Just like the night
before I would have awoken to a nightly chill. I would have climbed
down to the ground and walked on home to get my daily earful. But that
didn't happen. Instead with sloth like speed I lingered on every branch
down. They say a change in environment is healthy. I went from my
haven of vestigial verdure to the hardness of concrete and the blandness of
asphalt. Tell me how that's healthy.
For the rest of the day I played soccer. I ran up and down the
apartment complex parking lot kicking the ball back and forth. I started
with a shadow following close behind. Then before I knew it, it had
grown to a tall skinny monstrosity, frantically and inhumanly mimicking
my every move. For unknown reason this unsettled me. Why in God's
good earth would something try for so long and so often to be me?
Why are there shadows during the day? When all it has to do is wait a
while longer and a finite darkness will permeate the world. Then it can
move anywhere, whenever it wants to. It can leave this planet and never
return. But when darkness shrouds all. It decided to stay with you in
your castle or corral. Do not try and diminish its beauty by saying it is
merely an absence of light because then that would mean an absolute
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exists. A constant stands boldly in our mind holding you down forcing
you to accept it and never deny it. But take sanctuary that such a horror
does not plague our world because nothing is absolute. Numbers are
not constant they are merely vessels waiting for change. The elements;
microcosmic and macrocosmic, natural or supernatural, artificial or
organic and so on until all these pages are filled and I have lost you. Then
think me pretentious. If you haven't already. But I'll get on with it for
both our sakes.
With hands on knees and back hunched I could stare not at
that beast anymore. Often my daydreams are cut short. In this instance
it came as a thud and a yell. Why are they always yelling? Now I can't
remember all the details. But just like a puzzle you don't need all the
pieces to get the picture.
I don't know if you know this fun fact but I think it's worth
knowing. If you had to get up and get the food yourself it is a cafeteria
and if you were served it is a restaurant. Now you know who the liars are.
I get motion sick real easy. Car rides are not fun . I either take the
bus or walk. Buses are no different than cars. I just prefer buses because
ifl get into a wreck then at least I'll win. Upon getting out of the car the
dizzies set in. Nausea always comes later. Of course tonight is not a night
to vomit. You only get one warning. Second time you get something
harder. We walked into a cafeteria. I don't remember which one because
they are all the same. They serve the same food. They use the same trays .
The same uncomfortable hard chairs. They all have Coca Cola and Pepsi.
Both are 92% water and 8% household additives. But how do they make
them taste so different? The world may never know.
Now when your head's spinning, your stomach twisting and you
are consciously aware that your throat is moving you don't want to eat
anything. What you want is to put your head down and sip warm water.
186. One look and I know that's our number. Seeing the food
laid out in front of you does not stimulate my appetite. But I grab the
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tray and I thank the man standing in front of me. I don't mean it. When
you have eaten meat raw you can taste the nutrients in the animal's blood.
Despite its death it is alive. The blood is alive. Hunters can tell you stories
just from the blood. Flash frozen beef is dead. Nothing is gained in eating
it. There is no taste. The only thing you smell is the grease mixed with
the perfume of the woman who is sweeping next to you. Your throat is
moving up and down. No matter how much water you drink it won't
stop. A quick glance at the receipt and it reminds you $8.50. You don't
waste that kind of money.

Anonymous
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Waiting

Jaclyn Clark
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A Warrior's Meal
The year was 2004, some day in November around Thanksgiving.
My clothes were as wet as ifI just pulled them out of the washing
machine, but I knew that wasn't the case by any means. I was soaked to
the bone; it had been raining for as long as I could remember, which was
only yesterday. I had mud from head to toe, and it was squashing in my
boots. My feet were covered front to back by silver-dollar-sized blisters. It
felt like a belt sander was being taken to the bottom of my feet every time
I took a step. I looked like a Sasquatch who had tripped and fallen into a
mud puddle. I didn't think I could go on any longer. Outside for many
days, I was sleep deprived; my body was sore. I hadn't eaten much for
what seemed to be ten lifetimes. I was in Zombie-mode, in a single-file
line walking like I was heading to a Holocaust gas chamber.
In the distance, civilization could be seen on the horizon: it was
a building. My heart lifted with hope of survival. "I am going to see my
family again" was running through my mind, and it's all I could think
about. As the building got closer an eerie feeling dropped over me. It felt
like I was a kid trapped on his bed in the middle of the night waiting for
the monster underneath to take his feet the moment they hit the floor.
The building was nearing and my heart was pounding as if it were going
to jump out of my chest.
As we reached the building, there was much commotion
and panic going on, but then I realized the line I was in was slowly
diminishing. I was thinking to myself, "Where are all these people
going?" They went into the building but never came out. Now, I was
terrified. I was next to go into the building. My hands were clammy,
and I didn't know if it was sweat or rain beading off my forehead . I was
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nervous, scared, and wondering what to expe_ct. The thought of death was
chilling my mind.
As soon as the door swung open I was grabbed and pulled into a
fifteen-by-fifteen foot room with a strange heater in the middle. I wasn't
alone. There were about twenty of us wrapped around the walls of the
room. We were all lost in thought wondering what was going to happen
next. All of a sudden smoke emitted out of the strange device and filled
the room. I looked around; men were choking, coughing, gasping for
air and rubbing their faces like they were on fire. I started praying to
God as I believed I was slowly dying, and this would be my final resting
place. My prayers were answered as a door adjacent to the one we came in
swung open. Like a group of girls fighting over the last Coach bag on sale,
all of us gasped and choked, hoping to get a breath of fresh air. People
tripped everywhere. Once outside, what I saw was people vomiting, snot
exuding from everyone's noses, and men rubbing their faces trying to
remove what they thought was still stuck on their face like napalm. The
smell of vomit, sweat, urine, and what seemed to be decomposing flesh
from cellulite pockets oozing puss filled the air, and I remember thinking
"This has to be what death smells like."

Gabriel Thompson
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Desert Death

Raydon Cardenas
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Defibrillation
Bones splinter beneath flesh.
A sea of warmth begins to form.
Capillary action spreading and I feel myself
become weak.
My heart begins to flutter
little hiccups give way to a quickening chaos.
An arterial jump-rope begins to trip,
catching on my heartstrings until
it falters and falls.
But this is not a love story.

It falters and falls,
pressing into my lungs,
my ribs,
my skin.
I see it bulging
out of my chest.
1. .. 2 ... 3 ... Clear
1. . . 2 ... 3 ... Clear
I begin convulsing.
Struggle to keep it in.
1. .. 2 ... 3 .. . Clear
Feel my lungs withdraw.
Think of what
I could be doing.
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Pushing it back in,
pressed ribs cracking.
1 .. . Feel bad for who walks in and finds
my stiff body.
2. . . Want to fuck one last time.
3. . . Death begins to creep across my grin.
My heart begins to climax, I beat unrelenting ...
Clear
I don't think I've ever seen so much blood.
Maybe blood isn't the right word for it.
Life.
I've never seen so much life.
Life pooling underneath me.
Life on my shirt, my clothes.
Life outside of me, leaving me.
Clear
Eyes begin to dry.
Chest is still.
Silence seeps out of the walls and
begins to envelope me.
My body draws a breath.
Clear

Ian Hilton
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Dave G reenwood
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Little Diamonds

I set the coffee cup down onto the faded black wooden table in
front of me. There are a couple moisture rings marring the table top.
My knee brushes the side of the table as I turn on the couch towards the
sound of coffee beans being freshly ground. The smell of coffee fills the
air in the shop like a bittersweet cloud drifting across the sky. Bob Marley
pounds out of the speakers along the wall. The barista is a friendly, pretty
woman with blonde hair and an anarchy symbol tattoo on her upper
arm. I've been to the shop enough to know that her name is Connie. She
smiles at the only customer, a snooty looking older woman that seems to
not like anarchy symbol tattoos or the people that would have them.
There are various baked goods on the counter: cookies that look
like they taste fantastic and have a fantastic amount of calories to go with
them, and cake slices with various frostings on top.
A clear plastic rectangular tip-box with the word COFFEE
NOW and several exclamation points sits on one of the packs of cookies,
squishing them. It contains mostly crisp dollar bills, and for some reason,
a piece of notebook paper with Mark and half of something that could be
a phone number on it.
There are various flavors of syrups used in coffee along the back
wall. Each flavor is in a clear glass bottle topped with a white plastic
pump. Facing the cash register is a counter with an assortment of cold
drinks in electric mixing containers. Their contents swirl slowly, colored
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mostly egg white or chocolate brown. A big orange and black menu
board hangs over the ordering area; it lists all the various drinks served.
Hot drinks, cold drinks, and frozen drinks, mostly coffee, that are colored
to go with whatever the current holiday season is.
A pre-prepared food cooler is under the sign with croissant
sandwiches of ham and turkey with tomatoes and wilted looking lettuce.
They look like oversized hockey pucks that are soaked in water then
packed in plastic bags with plain black and white labels . A reach-in
refrigerated box is in front of the cooler, it holds cold-canned fruit drinks
with pictures of laughing adults and kids, clear cold water bottles with
bright, attractive labels that shout the words vitamins and electrolytes at
anyone that reads them. The corner furthest from the order area has a
bulletin board, attached to the wall with flyers announcing various events
in the community pinned to it. There are double doors a few big steps
away from the board. The large white and black lettered logo "Beans and
Brews" has been etched into the top of the double-swinging glass doors . A
few teenage kids with backpacks walk through the doors as if tired from a
hard day at school and want a little caffeine to perk them up.

Corey Young
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Life's Grate

Sarah Abraham
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Even Beauty Has Its Thorns

Sarah Abraham
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Limblessened
the fallen tree lays like a
silenced soldier,
branches reach out to some invisible God
sawdust where once a trunk stood
no
shelter from the wind and rain
just
the prelude to concrete and glass
just
forever regret and pain to call our history
to penetrate our memory
only
the sap spilled sadness upon grass
only
the eternal return of the past
when

when

when

it should have been our future/

Tony Chidester
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Never Had to Ask
The music was deafening. I could feel the bass rumble through
the ground, rattle up my ankles, and resonate in my chest. The blistering
July sun caused sweat to gather at my hairline, and I had been baked
a rosy shade of pink. Having been out in the heat for hours I was too
dehydrated to move, let alone jump, but I'll never forget the shriek that
escaped my mouth as the curtain dropped, and my teenage heartthrob
took the stage. Tom Delonge had been nothing but a face plastered on
my wall for years, and there he was - in the flesh.
Shoulder to shoulder with people I had never met, I could
have gone completely limp and stayed upright. I had been awkwardly
brushing against half naked, sticky strangers all day, but this was a new
level of discomfort. The 105 degree weather was enough to give anyone
heat stroke, but accompanied by the warmth of sunburned skin against
sunburned skin - people were dropping like flies. I was tired. My body
ached for a cold shower and a soft bed, but I couldn't leave now. This final
performance was what my 16-year-old heart had come for. I would pass
out from excitement before I would let the heat get the best of me.
I had never been lucky when it came to the opposite sex. I'd had
crush after pointless crush, but Tom had been the closest thing I had ever
had to a boyfriend. He understood me; he both spoke and listened with
his lyrics and chords. He kept me safe and kept me company. I never had
to ask.
I was in my own world gazing into the face I'd only ever seen in
pictures. I swooned to his voice and mouthed every word. I was lost in a
daydreamer's daze until the crown began to shove. As I struggled to keep
my footing and to keep my breathtaking view, I saw fists swooping above
the crowd. I figured that someone had had too much to drink and had
stepped on the wrong person's toes; it would blow over. I tried to regain
my trance, tried to make my way back to Tom, but was again distracted
when I noticed the beginnings of an organized pit amongst all the bodies.

Jessica Judd
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The Front Bottoms

Natalee Wilding
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Valley of Fire

Olga Assayah
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Dyed Skin
The past filters into present
Grey indecision obscures vision
Time pauses, unable to release
This moment to the past
Decisions waver on a scale
Pure gold - pure gold
But not clean.
Red spills and splashes
Creating Rorschach blots
Erased with Ativan.
Blue tendrils create fissures
Weaving a black wire mesh
Encasing all thoughts
Purple blood
In the body, in the soul
Purge the body, purge the soul
Vision so demanding
But age has dulled the urgency
Now mediocrity has set,
Like a cat curled on a couch
Satisfied
Be bold, be brave, be rash
Dive into color and come up for air
To dry the new you.

Troy Horne
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Why So Serious?
It is 3:30 am. Most people are fast asleep comfortably in their
beds. A man not like most is awake, alone in a hotel room where he
has spent several days by himself. Pacing back and forth. Comic books
scattered all over the floor. The bed covered with pictures of clowns.
The movie, ''A Clockwork Orange," playing on the television in the
background. He stops, looks in the mirror and grins and says in a deep,
husky voice, "Do you know how I got these scars?" He then proceeds
to quickly lick his lip. He stops and licks his lip again, this time only
quicker. He says the same line two more times while licking his lip as
he speaks. He stops what he is doing for a moment and turns to the bed
where a journal is buried amongst the collection of pictures. He grabs the
journal and begins jotting ideas down. Writing down thoughts, traits,
anything that comes to mind that could help transform himself into
the character he needed to be. Muttering to himself in different voices,
trying out different laughs. He needed this character to be just right. The
right laugh, the right walk, the right gestures, everything had to be right!
Rubbing his eyes, he looks over to the window to see the sun beaming
through the curtain. He finally realizes he had been up all night.
The man in the hotel room was Heath Ledger. A pretty boy most
would say, he grew up in Perth, Australia. Heath was an average height
male with a muscular build. Dark piercing eyes with blonde shaggy hair
that was sometimes unkempt, he was usually seen with his hair pulled
back. He had a smile that could light up a room, a smile that made
him so likeable amongst his peers and fans. Heath has a child named
Matilda Rose who was born October 25, 2005. "Matilda is adorable,
and beautifully observant and wise. Michelle and I love her so much.
Becoming a father exceeds all my expectations. It's the most remarkable
experience I've ever had - it's marvelous." At the time he had been in a
relationship with Michelle Williams. "She's my soul mate and we couldn't
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love each other any more than we do already. We're like two peas in a
pod," Heath had said of his love for Michelle. The two had met while
filming a movie. Neither expected to find true love but it had happened.
The couple originally living in Australia but moved to Brooklyn, New
York after having their daughter.
Michelle recalled Heath having bouts of insomnia many times
throughout their relationship. She claimed he had too much energy; his
mind was always racing. Reports claim the couple split because of Heath's
partying and addiction. The couple parted in 2007, but remained on
good terms. After the split, Heath became increasingly depressed and
threw himself into his work.

Aubrey Nielsen
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Jamie Townsend

Postmodern Poetica
I should begin by making some "small observations in order to point to And not to resolve" all, but "some problems surrounding the term
postmodern" to you.
"My aim is not to close" a cannon on this theoretical "debate,
But to open, to allow it" avoid ambiguous differences made.
There are many assumptions "implied by, and implicated" in this term.
I choose to focus on three such divides to "distinguish" and define
"postmo d ern. ,,
"First," the break between "post" and its predecessor "in architectural
theory" Which "Modern Movement" began 1910, lasting total years five and
thirty.
Postmodern ideology- unlike Modern - lives outside "hegemony";
Not "sublimated in the plastic poetry," but rather generates "multiplicity."
Thus like Sklovsky who defamiliarized or Derrida who
deconstructionized,
"Postmodernists" rebuild from past absolutes perceptions and views to be
analyzed.
"There is no longer a horizon of universalization ... We have reset the
hands of the clock at zero";
"Today we can presume that this breaking" from Modern, is a timeless
forgetting, then reinventing the known.
"Second," Postmodern isn't a step towards "progress," but steps in the
direction of" increasing disease."
"We can no longer call this development by progress," but by
autonomous force: "motoricity."
Postmodernity doesn't acknowledge "human needs. On the contrary,
human entities
(Individuals and societies) seem always to be destabilized by the results of
this development" thing.
This process of complexity is doomed to a destiny: towards a more
complex condition.
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With "simplicity, security, identity, and happiness" disappearing and
reappearing "barbarian."
"From this point," there are two parts of mankind: the one challenged by
"complexification,"
The other focused on the terrible task of "survival" and, therefore,
extinction.
The third and final argument - though "more complex" - questions "the
question of the expressions of thought:
Art, literature, philosophy, politics"; in "the plastic arts," "avant-gardism"
is not.
"Avant-gardes" - "obsolete modernity" - fail in the face of
"postmoderni ty,"
Which preaches the psychoanalytical theory of "anamnesis which takes
place in its therapy."
"If we give up this responsibility," we are certain "condemned to repeat"
modernity:
"Neuorosis," "paranoia," "Western schizophrenia"; unchanged by 'the
post' of postmodernity."
The process of never "coming back, or flashing back, feeding back";
But of "ana-lysing, ana-menesing, of reflecting" what's past.

David Ahlman
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Licious

Ashley Thompson
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Friend of Alice

an excerpt from

The Lift

My mother's face is beautiful. Her deep dimples punctuate more
than just her smiles. Her pale green eyes that she counts on every St.
Patrick's Day to avoid having to think too deeply about her wardrobe
requirements are deep and thoughtful. Her wrinkled and tan face tells
at a glance that she enjoys the sun, the outdoors, sports, and a fuss-free
beauty routine. When I think of happy smile lines, her face is the first to
come to mind. The crevices splay out from her eyes in a reflection of her
love of happy things, of humor, of positive thinking. Her short, greyspecked hair has the perfect amount of wave so that she's ready to go as
soon as she's combed through it once, perhaps twice on special occasions.
The scars, each with their own story add beauty and depth and life to this
face I've known from birth. There's the one between her eyebrows from
the time she totaled the MG as a newlywed and broke the steering wheel
with her forehead, the one from the motorcycle accident as a teenager,
and the one from chicken pox that she used as an object lesson when I
was stricken myself on why you mustn't pick at your pox.
"I've decided to get an eyelift," she said over the phone. "Will you
come with me to the consultation?"
My mother and I are close and we get along well. We haven't
always, but that mostly comes down to my inability to see her as an actual
person and not just my own personal mother. When she went through a
very difficult mid-life period, all I saw was that she wasn't doing her job as
my mother. She is being extremely selfish and immature, I thought to my
judgy self during those few years. Naturally, I took every opportunity to
lecture her on all the selfish and immature things she was doing. At some
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point she started avoiding me out of self-defense, and our relationship
became strained. It took a stranger to finally straighten me out. "You
don't know the first thing about your mother," a random lady in a CPR
class said to me one day, in response to my venting about how I was
practically orphaned because my mother was so selfish and immature. I
was intensely annoyed by that woman (the audacity!), but she made me
think hard about things. Not too long after that I was able to grow up
and stop being so selfish and immature. She, being the mother that she
is, easily forgave me, and we were able to heal. But that was a long time
ago, and now she was asking me to accompany her to the plastic surgeon's
office.

Kimi Farley
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Waterfall

Celesta Nagel
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The Ciesta

Raydon Cardenas
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Life in My Lover's Arms
The rain serenades, as your lips caress my skin,
The smell of lavender rides the shimmers of sunlight through the
window.
The birds are singing, as your hazel eyes smile at me,
The soft snow white sheets entwined around us.
Someone down the old country road is entrancing with a love
song on a violin,
Laughter bubbles up from children playing in the vineyard.
You whisper you love me,
In a voice so soft.
Oh, what is life lived, if not in your lover's arms.

Misha Busch
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Richard

Sarah Cooke
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Sore Thumbs
"I need my Gameboy back," Mike said, his gaze darting to the
other boy's eyes then back at the front of the class. He didn't like to look
people in the eye for too long. It made him nervous, sometimes because
he didn't want people to think he was staring, but mostly because he
didn't like people staring back at him.
"OK." Evan replied, but that was all. He didn't move for his
backpack, he didn't straighten up to better reach into his pocket. It made
Mike twinge a little when he heard it, like maybe he should have asked
nicer.
"So do you have it? C-can I get it?" he stammered. Maybe he had
come off too strong?
Evan still didn't move. "I don't have it with me. I'll get it to you
later, ok?" He said it with a relaxed voice that didn't relax Mike at all.
Mike hadn't known Evan very long, not long enough to know
what might happen. He was excited when the new boy was introduced
to the class. He thought maybe he could make a good first impression
before someone else made it for him. Evan was taller than most kids and
his buzzed haircut gave his head a perfectly round look to it. So much
so that when he smiled he looked like the smiley face from Wal-mart.
He smiled a lot that first day, maybe his mother had told him to. Mike
wondered if he had smiled that much on his first day of school. Probably
not, what's there to smile about for that long? If Mike had smiled for too
long someone would have pointed it out and then the kids would have
given him a hard time for sticking out.
They didn't speak for a while and Mike pretended to listen to the
teacher. But inside he could only think about why the other boy wouldn't
have his Gameboy with him. Wouldn't he know that I would want it
back? If I were borrowing someone's stuffI would keep it with me so I could
pull it out in a second ifI had to. He scooted his chair back and laid his
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forehead down on his desk. He liked the cool touch of the desk, for a
moment he wondered what it was made of. How did it stay so cool all the
time? Is there something about plastic that keeps it cool? Or maybe it's
some mix of fiberglass? Fiberglass is probably in everything. He had just
learned about fiberglass a couple weeks before and now he was trying to
find it in everything. Whatever! he thought as his closing argument and
moved on to the next important thing to think about.
He wished he had a book he could hide under his desk, or
his Gameboy for that matter. Anything that could distract him from
Ms. Phelps writing on the projector and droning about theorems and
triangles. Coming up with his own distractions was more work. He
would look at her every few minutes or so to help her feel like he was still
listening. He felt like as long as he would pretend to pay attention she
wouldn't bother him too often for not paying attention. In Mike's mind
there was a whole system to it, every once in a while Mike would ask
her to go over the last part again because he didn't quite understand her
"method," he thought it should sound to everyone like he was any other
student who only needed a little help once in a while. The first time he
said method a couple kids in class turned to look at him. He didn't think
much of it at the time.
After a while there was a break in the lesson and the whisper of
students grew to a soft buzz. Mike looked over at Evan again and saw him
doodling on a paper. So he started the conversation again, "When can I
get it?" He tried to keep his tone soft, he was more worried about pushing
Evan too hard then he was about the toy.
Evan didn't look up from his drawing, "It's at my house, I'll try to
bring it tomorrow."
"Tomorrow is Saturday."
"Oh, well, I'll try to bring it on Monday then."
Mike mumbled "ok" and looked down again. When people said
"try" he would often think of Yoda: "Do or do not, there is no try." He
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might have quoted it, but he didn't know if Evan would get the reference,
or think it was funny. It wasn't funny
for someone to try
to

to

to

Mike, to Mike it was impossible

put a Gameboy in their backpack. Can you fail

pick it up? Would it fly out of your hands like a bar of soap? Mike

laughed a little at that, just for a second. He wasn't happy that the other
boy would only attempt to return his property. "How about I go over to
your house on Saturday? We can hang out if you want and then you don't
have

to

worry about bringing it." He tried

to

keep his voice light.

"Ummm .. .I think I'll be home. Whatever." Evan replied.

Sterling Anderson
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Headspace

Jamie Townsend
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Small House Coffee
Red Sweater has been rambling to Knitted Hat for some time,
alternating between Spanish and something resembling English.
I can almost see the yarn yearn to get stained pink.
Looking for laundry day to go swimming in a sea of bed sheets.

Ian Hilton
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Dawn Branchaeu: Legacy Lives On
It is 9:00pm in Orlando, Florida. Dawn Branchaeu glides
through the water with extreme precision. Her partner, the largest killer
whale held in captivity, launches her in the air and assists her in a perfect
dive to begin the show. Taking his position many feet under water, the
whale awaits his signal. As Dawn swims down to grab his enormous fins,
Tillikum, in all his 12,000 pound glory, surges upward toward another
magical display of human-Orea interaction. The night show is a flawless
success! Dawn flashes a radiant smile displaying the obvious exhilaration
and joy she gets from interacting with these creatures; her love for them
apparent.
The youngest of six children, Dawn grew up in Cedar Lake,
Indiana. At the age of nine, she discovered her love for working with
marine mammals while taking her first trip to Sea World. "I remember
walking down the aisle [of Shamu Stadium] and telling my mom, This
is what I want to do," Dawn recalled. Dawn was immensely popular

and loved all throughout her adolescent years, becoming involved in an
extensive number of clubs and organizations. Her ambition, intelligence,
and drive kept her following her dreams. By the age of twenty-six she
achieved her ultimate goal. Working at Sea World seemed like the best
job in the world, and Dawn soon blossomed into one of the best trainers
the theme park had ever seen. She was the Sea World poster child. Her
face could even be found on numerous billboards and ads across the
nation.
I would imagine that talking to Dawn would be to experience the
essence of her name itself; not unlike the first glimpse of daylight after a
long night. She awakened and is still awakening everyone she knew. Her
warm smile and charismatic nature seemed to touch countless associates
in her many years as a Sea World trainer. Her friends uniformly chorused
"She's beautiful, she's blonde, she's athletic, she's friendly; you know
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everybody loved Dawn!"
Dawn treated the Orcas at Sea World as if they were her own
children. As the senior trainer and mentor at Shamu Stadium, Dawn was
about as experienced as they get. One might think that with 14 years
under your belt, you would become relaxed about the rules and safety
protocols when it came to interacting with these large creatures, but not
for Dawn. Friends and family frequently described her as the ideal trainer
and said that she, of all people, was consistently vigilant about safety.
One former co-worker recalled, "She captured what it means to be a Sea
World trainer, and she had so much experience that it made me realize
what happened to her really could have happened to anyone."

Sonene Donnelly
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A Falling Leaf
As I fall I dance
From my mother's arms I come
Winds of faith guide me.

Erick Quinonez
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Bee

Jamie Townsend
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Page Arizona

Natalee Wilding
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Perfection: No Other Option
Now 80 years old, Gene Kranz's straight posture, focused eyes,
white buzz-cut and sharp profile still portray a man of authority who
has experienced a great deal and knows how to command the respect of
any room. In the almost 10 years Gene spent as NASA's flight director
the only thing that called more attention to him than his appearance,
and obviously dominating persona as director of Mission Control, was
his uniform. In a scene from ''Apollo 13," one of the controllers brings a
white box to Gene, played by Ed Harris, minutes before liftoff. Some of
the engineers in the background whisper as the box passes them: '"Mrs.
Krantz has pulled out the old needle and thread again.' 'The last one
looked like he bought it off a gypsy.' 'You can't argue with tradition."' As
Gene opens the box, where he finds a white vest, he says "I was starting to
get worried," then tries on his new wardrobe to the applause of Mission
Control.
Homemade by his wife, a vest for each mission Gene directed
was as customary as his frequent speeches to the engineers throughout
the room. Just prior to the Apollo 11 moon landing, he addressed his
engineers and told them, "We came into this room as a team and we will
leave it as a team." In March of 2012, as Gene was inducted into the
"Hall of Fame" he told the crowd, "The assignment of responsibilities
was clear-cut: You give a person a job and let 'em do it. It was that kind
of training that carried us through the early days of the space program.

It was all kinds of things coming together, without ever even knowing it,
that when I sat in Mission Control for the first (moon) landing, it gave
me the confidence that we could go forward ."

Brianna Baker
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Black Windows
Two black windows,
Respective panes alike,
Round- emerald window panes,
Through which a conscience peers.
Discerns a world,
Ailed long by means of war,
War- not just of shield and sword,
But of sense and belief.
This entity,
Vitriolic with time,
Stale- now wrinkled with rancor,
Staring sedentary.
Some dare stare back,
Impervious abyss,
Waits- to swallow the na'ive,
This world not meant for all.
Two black windows.

Jordin Hartley
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Quilt of the Radical*

Tank Berrett

*One piece taken from a larger collection of designs. See the full version on our website :
www.folioslcc .org
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What is the Meaning of Life

Misha Busch
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an excerpt from

John the Baptist

A knock at the door pulled John from his thoughts. He'd not
been sleeping well the past few days, and dark circles lined his eyes. Water
bottles and half-empty glasses were stacked around the room, a reminder
of the circumstance John now found himself in. "Yes?" John answered
after staring at his bedroom door for a few moments.
"Mr. Baptist," a muffled voice from outside the door called, "we're
switching officers. Pinelli and I are heading back to the station and Jones
and Flores are taking over." He'd asked them to stop calling him that,
the Baptist. It was another term coined by Local 7 News, a name for the
ordinary teenager turned wonder of the world. John the Baptist. The
officers would slip up, calling him his unofficial title and eventually he
stopped correcting them, feeling awkward reprimanding any adult, let
alone those that in such an obvious position of power.
He didn't particularly like the name, but it was better than some.
Others were calling him the Savior. Messiah. Jesus, even. That last one
was less common, only repeated by the most zealous of his "followers."
Those that fit into that category tended to be escorted away as quickly
and as quietly as possible, which was not particularly easy, considering
they were in the middle of a neighborhood peppered with like minded
individuals. He heard their screams, begging for salvation, retribution, or
forgiveness. It was all very confusing, if somewhat flattering. John figured
that if some people wanted to see something in him that didn't exist, who
was he to judge?
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He hadn't responded yet, but John knew the officer still stood
just outside his door, waiting for confirmation. He didn't give it. The
discomfort from ignoring them was easier to deal with than the feeling
of perversion John felt at having these men and women look to him for
anything, even something as small as affirmation at what they'd said.
Eventually, John heard the heavy steps of booted feet as the officer made
his way down the hall and descended the stairs.
John turned from the window and walked to his bed. Knocking
some of the bottles from the sheets, he lay down and closed his eyes.
He pictured the man who'd been healed, stumbling about in his
uncoordinated dance. He saw the man who'd tried to break into his
home, his dirty face and rotting teeth twisted into a howl of anger and
pain. He saw his parents, shaking their heads in disbelief at yet another
day of a madness. Eventually he drifted off to a restless sleep.

Ben Bigelow
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